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Executive Summary
Performing accurate, real-time metering of Layer-7 application
data traffic for prepaid charging use cases is a requirement in
today’s telecommunications market. These capabilities form the
foundation of many subscriber services, and are necessary both
to protect subscribers from bill-shock and to protect network
operators from revenue leakage.
According to the 3GPP standards, a direct, real-time interaction
between the PCEF/TDF and the OCS is required to ensure
accurate reporting and timeliness of the online charging
mechanism.
Many systems claim to be 3GPP Gy-compliant, but lack one or
both of the functional requirements (i.e., direct and real-time).
These non-compliant solutions typically introduce a processing
intermediary that breaks the direct connection, leading to a host
of accuracy and reliability challenges that in turn cause revenue
leakage and unreliable billing for all online charging use cases.
Sandvine’s online charging architecture is completely compliant
with 3GPP standards.
In our architecture, the Policy Traffic Switch (PTS) – our
PCEF/TDF – is connected directly, in real-time, to the online
charging system (OCS). Critically, the PTS performs the on-thewire measurement of usage, and usage is passed directly to the
OCS (i.e., it does not pass through an external intermediary or
internal intermediary process). Sandvine’s platform also provides
insight into the performance of the charging system. Deep
visibility into the right measurements satisfies a range of
auditability, revenue assurance, and business intelligence use
cases. As a result, Sandvine’s online charging solution is both
accurate (i.e., measures usage correctly), and reliable (i.e.,
keeps working).
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Introduction to Online Charging
Performing real-time metering of Layer-7 application data traffic is a pivotal requirement in today’s
telecommunications markets. Accurate metering protects the revenue streams generated by data
services and ensures no bill shock for subscribers due to under- or over-counting.
The 3GPP has defined a set of standards for policy and charging control systems. Of particular
relevance to real-time metering is the requirement that the measurement component in the data path
be connected directly and in real-time to the online charging system (OCS) via Diameter Gy – only in
this manner can a communications service provider (CSP) avoid revenue leakage.

Figure 1 - 3GPP PCC Architecture (adapted from 3GPP TS 23.203 Release 11)

According to 3GPP TS 23.203, the PCEF/TDF is one logical entity and encompasses service data flow
detection, policy enforcement, and online and offline charging interactions. To ensure accuracy and
timeliness, 3GPP standards describe online charging mechanisms as real-time processes requiring a
direct interaction of the charging mechanism with data sessions and services. The charging mechanism
encompasses both the OCS and the PCEF/TDF.
Many systems claim to be 3GPP Gy-compliant, but lack one or both of the functional requirements.
These non-compliant solutions have typically introduced a processing intermediary that breaks the
direct connection and adds many minutes of delay. At the surface (and marketing) level, it is often
very difficult for an evaluator to distinguish between compliant and non-compliant solutions.1
Non-compliance with the 3GPP online charging standards leads to a host of accuracy and reliability
challenges. In a non-compliant architecture, attempts to address one shortcoming (e.g., lack of
accuracy) will make the other one worse (e.g., lower reliability). The ultimate impacts on the operator
include increased cost and complexity, lower subscriber satisfaction, and revenue leakage.
Beyond complying with the 3GPP standards from an architectural standpoint, a second consideration
for CSPs is the degree to which they have visibility into the charging system’s performance. Deep
visibility into the right measurements and metrics satisfies a range of auditability, revenue assurance,
and business intelligence use cases.
1

A detailed explanation of online charging standards and considerations, and an overview of how vendors try to claim
compliance for non-compliant solutions is available in the Sandvine whitepaper Online Charging with Diameter Gy:
Considerations for Accuracy and Reliability
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Sandvine’s Online Charging Architecture
Sandvine’s online charging architecture is completely compliant with 3GPP standards. In our
architecture (Figure 2), the Policy Traffic Switch (PTS) – our PCEF/TDF – is connected directly, in realtime, to the online charging system (OCS).
Critically, the PTS performs the on-the-wire measurement of usage, and usage is passed directly to the
OCS (i.e., it does not pass through an external intermediary or internal intermediary process).
Also, note the complete absence of our other deployment elements, the Service Delivery Engine (SDE)
and the Subscriber Policy Broker (SPB).

Figure 2 - Sandvine's online charging deployment architecture

As a result, Sandvine’s online charging solution is both accurate (i.e., measures usage correctly), and
reliable (i.e., keeps working).

Market Alternatives
Many systems claim to be 3GPP Gy-compliant but fail in real-world deployments because the claims are
false. Figure 3 shows three diagrams that represent two charging architectures:




The left-most architecture, the one implemented by Sandvine, is compliant with 3GPP online
charging standards: the connection between the measurement component in the data path and
the OCS is direct and is real-time
The middle figure is not compliant: the introduction of an intermediate processing node breaks
the direct connection and breaks the real-time nature of the usage reports
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The right-most figure has an identical architecture to the middle figure, but the diagram has a
superficial box misrepresenting two separate components as one: this box does not rectify the
indirect, none real-time nature of the architecture

Figure 3 - Three diagrams representing two charging architectures: only the left-most diagram is compliant
with 3GPP standards for online charging

From the communication service provider’s perspective, failure to adhere to the strict 3GPP standards
for online charging results in revenue leakage and unreliable billing for all online charging use cases.
The degree of revenue leakage varies by use case based upon a handful of factors, so each must be
considered separately.2
If there was no difference in charging accuracy and reliability between these deployments, then noncompliance would not be of significant importance – but that is not the case. The only way for a CSP to
achieve minimum revenue leakage and maximum reliability is by adhering to the 3GPP requirements.

2

The Sandvine whitepaper Online Charging with Diameter Gy: Considerations for Accuracy and Reliability includes an
examination of the risk of revenue leakage for a range of use cases when using the two deployment architectures discussed in
Figure 3.
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Sandvine’s Visibility into Charging Performance
Deep measurements and metrics allow a CSP to analyze the functionality and performance of the
online charging deployment – table 1 provides an overview on the metrics and measurements that
Sandvine can report on and explains how an operator would benefit.

Scenario/Situation

Measurements and Metrics

OCS is Unreachable, or Back-Up
recovery Scenario

Maintain measurement of subscriber usage
when there is no active Gy/Gyn connection
to the OCS

Out of Credit Auditing

Inspect whether a Final Unit Indication
(FUI) was signaled by the OCS

Description/Benefits
Measuring usage while the OCS is unreachable helps
to ensures that most revenue is recovered during
an outage; however, some leakage remains due to
users going out-of-balance while the OCS is
unavailable.
By inspecting the Final Unit Indications and the Out
of Credit result codes, CSPs gain visibility into how
many subscribers and sessions are out of credit,
and are subsequently able to determine the
appropriate action.
Armed with this information, a CSP can correlate
these results with subscriber characteristics like
APN, demographic, plan size, location, etc.
With these measurements, CSPs are able to
monitor the health of the charging operation, and
thus the rating and revenue collection by the OCS.

Monitor the performance of Gy/Gyn
signaling with the OCS, including:
OCS Health Check-Up

Diameter Performance Monitoring

Customer-Driven Reports or OnDemand Customer Auditing

 Functionality of a rating group and
service identifier
 Reporting reasons per service
 Assigned quota holding times and
volume/time quota thresholds

Track the number of sessions, response
latency, and Diameter retransmissions

Log all flows, all HTTP URLs, and offline
usage for a specific user (or for all users)

This insight allows a CSP to focus on areas of
concern, for instance:
 The OCS (e.g., delays due to connecting to a
separate balance management server covering
certain rating groups, etc.)
 The network connectivity to the OCS (e.g.,
Diameter signaling retransmissions, long
delays/jitter to some OCS servers, etc.)
 Comparing operational metrics for multiple OCS
vendors in mixed deployments (e.g., OCS
vendor #1 serving prepaid use cases and OCS
vendor #2 serving postpaid use cases)
These measurements provide visibility into the
efficiency of the charging network
If a subscriber is suspected of having billing issues
(e.g., a subscriber makes frequent dispute calls),
then customer support can enable detailed
reporting for the specific user. These audit reports
show the rules and rating groups applied to each
subscriber flow, and provide the CSP with detailed
information for dispute resolution.
Alternatively, CSPs may choose to enable detailed
reporting for all subscribers, as a matter of course.

Zero-Rated Data Reports

Measure all bytes sent and received for a
user and compare to a standard profile

By examining traffic, CSPs are able to identify
abnormal zero-rating behavior that is a potential
indicator of fraud

Usage Auditability Reports

Reconcile and compare data usage
between the PCEF/TDF and the OCS

This reconciliation and comparison alerts CSPs of
any discrepancies with usage reporting across
systems and creates confidence in the charging
capabilities, as well as providing back-up
measurements in case of a failure scenario.
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Conclusion
To enable real-time metering for a range of powerful subscriber service use cases, Sandvine has built
an online charging architecture that is completely compliant with the 3GPP standards. Critically, in the
Sandvine architecture our Policy Traffic Switch (PTS) – our PCEF/TDF – is connected directly, in realtime, to the online charging system (OCS).
Beyond architectural compliance, Sandvine’s online charging architecture provides a high degree of
visibility into the charging system’s performance. Deep visibility into the right measurements and
metrics satisfies a range of auditability, revenue assurance, and business intelligence use cases.

Characteristics of Sandvine’s Online Charging Architecture
The table below provides additional explanation of the characteristics of Sandvine’s online charging
architecture.
Consideration

Characteristic of the Sandvine Solution

Usage Measurement

The measurement component, our Policy
Traffic Switch (PTS), measures data usage
in real-time

Connection between
Measurement
Component and
Online Charging
System

The connection between the PTS and the
OCS is direct; there is no intermediate
processing node
The connection between the PTS and the
OCS is real-time; there is no interruption
for aggregation or processing

Visibility into charging
deployment
measurements and
metrics

The direct connection between our PTS
and the OCS enables deep reporting
capabilities on numerous Gy/Gyn metrics.

Explanation
To decrement from prepaid
quota in real-time, the data
usage must be measured in realtime (as opposed to later via a
records system)
This is the only way to ensure
accuracy and reliability in realworld networks
This is the only way to ensure
accuracy and reliability in realworld networks
Deep visibility into the right
measurements and metrics
provides CSPS with a range of
auditability, revenue assurance,
and business intelligence
capabilities.

Additional Resources
In addition to the 3GPP resources cited in this document, please consider reading the Sandvine
whitepaper Online Charging with Diameter Gy: Considerations for Accuracy and Reliability.
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